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INTRODUCTION 
Let M be an n-dimensional C°° manifold and #"M its frame bundle. A theory of 
complete and horizontal lifts to J^M of tensor fields and connections on M are 
recently developped by several authors [1], [2], [4], [6] in such a way that — the 
results obtained may be closely compared with the corresponding results in the 
theory of lifts to the tangent bundle TM. In this paper, complete and horizontal 
Hfts to J^M of derivations of the tensorial algebra of the tensor fields on M are 
defined and their properties are studied. The particular case of covariant difFerenta-
tions is considered. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section, we shall fix our notations and recall, for later use, the definitions 
and some properties of the complete and horizontal lifts of tensor fields and con­
nections to the frame bundle. Details can be found in Мок [6] and in [1], [2]. 
Manifolds, tensor fields and Hnear connections under consideration are all assumed 
to be differentiable and of class C°°, and the manifolds to be connected. 
1. Indices i,j\ k, ...; a, j8, 7, ..., have range in {1, . . . , n}. We put h^ = an + h. 
Summation over repeated indices is always impHed. 
2. Entries of matrices are written as Aj, Aij or A^\ and in all cases, i is the row 
index while j is the column index. 
3. Let M be an n-dimensional manifold. Coordinate systems in M are denoted 
by (U, x% where U is the coordinate neighborhood and x^ are the coordinate 
functions. Components in (U, x') of geometric objects on U will be referred to 
simply as components in U, or just components. We denote the partial differentation 
djdx^ by di, and the Lie derivative by ^x-
Let T^M be the tangent space at a point XEM, (X^) = (X^, ...,X„) a linear 
frame at x and J^M the frame bundle over M, that is the set of all frames at all 
points of M. Let n: ^M-^M be the canonical projection of ^M onto M; for the 
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coordinate system [U, x') in M, we put ^U = n~'^{U). A frame (Z^) at x can be 
expressed uniquely in the form X^ = Xl{d\dx^)^. The induced coordinate system in 
J^M is [^U, (x\ Z^)}. The matrix [ХД is non-singular and its inverse will be written 
as [Z«]. 
4. Let V be a linear connection on M with components Гу .̂ The curvature tensor 
and the torsion tensor of V are denoted by R and 1\ respectively. The opposite con­
nection V of V has components f Ĵ  = Г\-. 
With a given linear connection V on M, we can define two sets of global 1-forms 
on J^M, namely 0̂  and G)^. Their expressions on ß^U are 
and these n -\- n^ global 1-forms are Hnearly independent everywhere. Actually, 
Q = (0^) is the canonical 1-form of J^M and со = (co )̂ is the connection form of V. 
Let Eß, E^ be the n 4- n^ global vector fields on ^M dual to 0 ,̂ œ^^; they span the 
horizontal and the vertical distributions on ^M, respectively, and their expressions 
in J^t/ are 
(1-1) E^ = xl{d^-rixldj^), Ei = x{dj^ 
where dj^ stands for djdXj. 
Note that XA = Ä^E^ is the fundamental vector field on J^M associated to Л = 
= [Л^] e gl(n, R), and Bä, ~ ^'^E^ is the basic vector field associated to (̂  = 
From (LI) we notice that the horizontal and the vertical distributions, when 
restricted to ^U, are spanned respectively by the local vector fields 
(1-2) i), = a , - г ) д ' а , „ , Ac, = -3.,. 
The frame field {Dj, Dj^^} will be said the adapted frame on ^U. The local 
1-forms rj\ rj^ on ^U dual to Dj, Dj^^ are given by 
(L3) }]'' = ax'', ifß = r],Xi dx'' + dZ^ 
and {fj\ rj^ß} will be said the adapted coframe on ^U. 
5. Let 5' be a tensor field on M of type (1, s), s ^ 1, with local components S)^ .^ 
in U; then, we associate to .S a tensor field yS on ^M of type (1, s — 1) defined 
in ^U by 
(L4) yS = 5^\...уД^^ Ö,, ® djĉ *̂  ® .. . 0 dx^* .̂ 
Let F be a tensor field on M of type (1,1) with local components F^; let Fo = [Ff] 
be the n X n square matrix of functions globally defined on J^M and given by 
Ff = F)X{Xl, For each A = \_A^\ e gl{n, R) we consider on ^M a vertical vector 
field defined by 
(1.5) A(Fo^) = Ff^ ;F^ . 
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From (1.4) and (1.5), we notice that if A is the unit matrix /, then A(F°/) = yF; 
and if F is the identity tensor / on M, then 1[ГА) = XA, 
6. Let 5 be a tensor field on M of type (1, s), s ^ 0, and let S)^ >^ be its local 
components in U\ then, the complete Hft S^ of S to ^M is the tensor field of the 
same type given in #'C/ by 
S^ = Sĵ ...̂ .̂  dj, ® dx^' ® ... (X) dx'^ + (Z^ ^л^',...л) л̂« ® ^•^'' ® • • • ® dx̂ '̂  + 
+ E -̂ а̂ у̂ .-.л Â. ® dx-»'' (g) ... (X) dZ /̂- ® ... (g) dx '̂̂ . 
i = l 
So, if S = 0, that is, if Z is a vector field on M with local components X', its 
complete lift X'^ to J^M is the vector field locally given by 
z^ = z" 3, + (xj a,x') Ö,,. 
In [6], the following properties of these complete lifts are shown 
(1.6) [Z'^, y^] = [Z, Yj , [Z^, XÄ\ = 0 
s'{xl...,x^ = {s{x„...,x^ 
for any vector fields X, Y, Xj, ..., X^ and every tensor field S of type (1, s) on M. 
These definitions have been extended in [1] to covariant tensor fields on M 
as follows; let т be an arbitrary 1-form on M with local components т.; then the 
functions 
y^x = XlXi, IS^Un 
are globally defined on J^M. Then, i f / i s a diflferentiable function on M, we define 
its complete lift/^ to J^M by putting 
a = l 
where/^^ = y^(d/), 1 g a ^ ly. 
The complete lift т^ of a 1-form т on M to J^M is defined as the unique 1-form 
on J^M satisfying TF{X^) = (т(Х))^ for any vector field X on M. In general, if S is 
a tensor field on M of type (0, 5), 5 ^ 0 , its complete lift S^ to J^M is defined as the 
unique tensor field of type (0, s) on ß^M satisfying 
(1.7) S^(Z?,...,Zf) = {S(Zi, . . . ,Z,)f 
for any vector fields Z^,. . . , Z^ on M. If Sj^j^ are the components of S in Û , then 
in ^U 
^^ = I {(-^i 5i^ib..J d^'' ® • • • ® dx̂ *̂  + 
a = l 
s 
+ Z -S'̂ -i.-.j. d^*'' ® ... ® dZf ® ... ® dx̂ '*} . 
fc=i 
The vertical lift S^ to J^M of a covariant tensor field S of type (0, s), 5 ^ 0, on M 
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is defined by setting S^ = n*S. Thus, taking into account the previous definitions, 
one easily obtain the following formulas 
(1.8) Z'yw = ( Z / ) « , I g a ^ n , X<'f = {Xff, X'^r^iXfY 
T''(X'^ = (t(Z)f, x^{XÄ) = 0, 
for any function / , any 1-form т and any vector field X on M, and arbitrary Ä e 
egl{n,R). 
7. Let V be a linear connection on M with local components rj.^. Let S be a tensor 
field on M of type (r, s) with r = 0, 1 and s ^ 0, and suppose that the components 
of S inU are Sj^^j^ for r = 0 or S^.^^j^ for r = 1. Then a tensor field P^S of the 
same type is defined on #'M by putting in ^U 
{L9) VyS = f {X'ßiSj^^^j) dx'' ® ... (X) dx̂ "̂  for r = 0 
VyS = (-^aViS:5,...J л̂« ® dx-̂ '' ® ... 0 dx̂ '̂  for Г = 1, 
where V̂-Sŷ  ^̂  and V Ŝĵ  ŷ  denote the components of VS. We notice that V^S = 
= y{VS) for г = L 
The horizontal lift S^ of a tensor field S on M of type (O, s) or (l, s), s ^ 0, is 
defined by setting 
(1.10) 5^ = S ^ - t , S ' . 
Actually, X" is the well known horizontal Hft of a vector field X on M given 
in ^U by 
(1.11) X^ = X\dj-r%Xld,:), 
If we take into account the various definitions of lifts, the following formulas are 
easily proved: 
(1.12) f = 0, X«f = {XfY , X^f«' = {XfJ^^'^ - (V,Z)/(">, 1 ^ a g n 
X^f = {Xff - {%X)f^ 
for every function/and any vector field X on M, 
(1.13) [Z«, y«] = [ Z , y ] » - y R ( X , r ) , [XMA\ = 0, 
[ Z ^ yS] = r(VxS) 
for any vector fields X, Y and any tensor field S of type (l, 1) on M and any A e 
€ gl(n, i?) 
(1.14) F^X^^iFXy, Р'ЧХА) = X{F°A) 
F"{yS) = y{FS), F"{XS°Ä) = X{{FS)°Ä) 
for every vector field X and any tensor fields F, S of type (1, 1) on M and any 
A e gl{n, R). 
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8. The complete lift to ^M of a linear connection on M has been introduced and 
studied by Мок in [6] as follows. 
Let V be a linear connection on M; then the complete lift V^ of V to J^M is the 
linear connection on J^M uniquely determined by the condition 
(1.15) V^c^^ = (V;,yf 
for any vector fields X, Yon M. 
In [2], the following formulas are obtained: 
(L16) У^АБ=:А(ЛЛ), VLX^ ^ Д((УХ)°Л) , 
V$«A^ = 0 , ¥$сЯЛ = l{{VXyA), V^^Z^ = Я(Т( - , Х)°Л) 
for any vector field X on M, arbitrary A, В e gl{n, R) and being T{ — ,X) the tensor 
field of type (1, 1) on M defined by T{-,X) (У) = T(Z, Y), for any vector field У 
on M, where Tis the torsion tensor of V. 
Moreover, in [2] Cordero and de Leon introduce the horizontal lift V^ of V to J^M 
as the linear connection on J^M defined by the conditions 
(1.17) V^^AB =^X{ÄB), Vj«Aß = 0 
V ? , X « = A ( T ( - , Z ) M ) , V?„7« = 0 
for any vector fields X, У on M and any A, В e g\[n, R). 
2. COMPLETE LIFTS OF DERIVATIONS 
Let ^[M) = ЪЗГ[{М) be the tensorial algebra of the tensor fields on M. By a de­
rivation of ЗГ{М), we shall mean a mapping D\ ̂ {M) -^ ^{M) which satisfies the 
following conditions: 
(a) D: r:{M) -^ ЗГ[{М) 
(b) D{S + T)= DS Л- DT, S, Те ^ЦМ) 
(c) D(S ®Т) = D{S) ®Т+ S® D(T), S, Te ЗГ{М) 
(d) D commutes with every contraction of a tensor field. 
The set S){M) of all derivations of ^{M) forms a Lie algebra over R (of infinite 
dimensions) with respect to the natural addition and multiplication and the bracket 
operation defined by [JD, D'I К = D{D'K) - D'{DK). Two derivations D and D' 
of ЗГ{М) coincide if they coincide on ^%M) and J^J(M), i.e., on the functions and 
the vector fields on M. Every derivation D of c^(M) can be descomposed uniquely 
as follows: 
where ^x is the Lie derivative with respect to a vector field X and ip is the derivation 
defined by a tensor field F of type (1, 1) on M. The set ̂ {M) of Lie derivatives ^x-> 
forms a subalgebra of the Lie algebra S){M). On the other hand, the set (f(Af) of 
derivations ip is an ideal of the Lie algebra ^ (M) . 
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The following lemma will be useful 
Lemma 2.1. (a) Let 1, Y be vector fields on ^M such that Xf = Yf^.Xf''^ = 
= Yf^'^\ 1 ^ a g n, for an arbitrary function f on M. Then X = f, 
(b) Let S, fbe tensor fields of type (r, s), s > 0 on ^M such that S(X^, ..., X^) = 
== f{X^^, .,.,X^)for any arbitrary vector fields Z i , . . . , Z , on M. Then S = f. 
Proof. Part (b) can be found in Мок [6] and Part (a) follows easily through 
a simple computation in local coordinates. 
Proposition 2.2. Two derivations D and D' of ^[^M) coincide if and only if 
(a) Df^ = D'f", Df^^^ = DJ^^\ IS^UnJor any function f on M. 
(b) DY^ = D'Y^Jor any vector field Yon M. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that if Df^ = 0, D/̂ "̂ ^ = 0, 1 ^ (x ^ n, DY^ = 0, 
for any function / and any vector field 7 on M, then D = 0. If D = S£^ + zj?, then 
D/(°̂ > = j^^/(«> = Xf^''^ = 0 , 1 ^ a ^ n 
for every function/ on M. Taking into account lemma 2.1, we deduce Z = 0. Thus, 
D = if and hence 
DY^ = ipY^ = FY^ = 0 
for every vector field Yon M. Again, from lemma 2.1, we deduce F = 0. 
Let D = S£x + IF be a derivation of ^ ( M ) , where Z is a vector field and F 
a tensor field of type (1, 1) on M. We define the complete lift D^ of D tp ^ M by 
JU = jf xc 4" ipc • 
Taking into account (1.6) and (1.8), we have 
Proposition 2.3. 
D^f^ = (DfY, DY'^ = {Dfy^>, l u a u n , D^f^ = {Dff 
D''Y'^ = {DYf, 
for any function f on M and any vector field Yon M. 
As a direct consequence of propositions 2.2 and 2.3, we easily obtain 
Proposition 2.4. The mapping D -> D^ is a Lie algebra homomorphism of ^(M) 
into 9{^M). 
Now, we consider the complete Hfts of covariant differentations. Let V be a hnear 
connection on M. Then the covariant differentiation Vx with respect to a vector 
field Z on M is a derivation of ^{M). Since V^/ == Z / ~ , for any function / on M, we 
have the decomposition 
Vx = ^z + h 
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where F is a tensor field of type (1, 1) on M. We notice that FY = VxY - [X, У] = 
= VyX, that is, F = VX, where V denotes the opposite connection of V. 
Let {УхУ be the complete hft of V;̂  to J^M. Taking into account proposition 
2.3, we have 
(V;,rr = (v̂ -/r = (x/f, 
(УхУР"' = (V:,/)̂ "> = (X/)f«>, 1 g a ^ n , 
for any function / on M, and 
(V:̂ )̂  Y^ = [VxYf , for any vector field 7on M . 
On the other hand, we can consider the complete Hft V^ of V to ^M and the 
covariant differentiation V^c with respect to the complete lift X^ of X to # M . 
Taking into account (1.8) and (1.15), we have 
(2.2) V^cr = X ^ r = ( X / ) \ 
V$c/̂ "̂  = X7(«> = (Z/)(«^, 1 ^ a ^ n , 
VxcY^ = (V^y)^ , for any function / and any vector field 7 on M . 
Comparing (2.1) and (2.2), and taking into account proposition 2.2, we have 
Proposition 2.5. {"^xY = V$c, for every vector field X on M. 
3. HORIZONTAL LIFTS OF DERIVATIONS 
Let V be a hnear connection on M. We have 
Proposition 3.1. Two derivations D and D' of ЗГ(^^М) coincide if and only if 
(a) Df^ = uy^, D/<«> = D'ß''\ IS OL un, for any function f on M. 
(b) DY^ = D'Y^, D{XA) = D'{XA), for any vector field Y on M and any A e 
egl(n,K). 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that if D/^ = 0, 2)/̂ >̂ = 0, 1 g a ^ n, for any 
functions / on M and DY^ = 0, D{XÄ) = 0, for any vector field У on M and any 
A e gl(n, jR), then D = 0. 
If D = S£^ + if, we have 
for every function/ on M. Then X = 0 from lemma 2.1. 
Thus, J) = if and hence 
m^ = ipY^ = PY^ = 0, 
D{ÀA) = ip{M) = F{ÀA) = 0 , 
for every vector field У on M and any A e gl(«, R). Consequently, F = 0. 
Now, let D = ^x + ^F be a derivation of ^{M), where Z is a vector field and F 
a tensor field of type (1, 1) on M. We define the horizontal lift D^ of D to #'M by 
D = ^x^ ' ^F^ • 
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If one takes into account (1.12), (1.13) and (1.14), we have 
Proposition 3.2. 
(a) D^r = {DfY 
Z)ff/c = (Dff - {V^X)fjor any function f on M. 
(b) D^y^ = {DYf - yR{X, Y) 
D^(XÄ) = A{F°Ä),for any vector field Yon M and any A e gl(n, Я). 
Let D = ^x + V̂J ^ = ^x + V̂ be two derivations of J^(M). Then the com­
mutator of D and D is given by 
\J), D\ = <Sf^x,X2 + hF,Fi • 
Hence 
[D, DJ = -^[хд]» + hF,F-i^ • 
Taking into account (1.12), (1.13), (1.14) and proposition 3.2, we have 
(3.1) ([/)« 5«] - [D, DY)r = 0 
([D», ßH] - [D, DY)^^ = -{yR{X, X))f'''>, 1 ^ a ^ « 
([/)«, 5«] - [D, Df) Y" = -y{K(Z, [Z, y]) - i?(X, [Z, y]) + 
+ R{Y, [X, Xj) + R{X, FY) + FR{X, Y) - R(X, FY) - FR{X, У)} 
{[D», D«] - [D, DY) {ЛА) = ЩУ,Р - V^FfA) 
for any function/ and any vector field Yon M and any A e gl{n, R), 
Using (3.1) and proposition 3.1, we have 
Proposition 3.3. (a) The mapping ip -> ipH is a Lie algebra homomorphism of 
ê{M) into S{ß^M). 
(b) / / V is flat, then the mapping S£x ~^ -^хн is a Lie algebra homomorphism of 
^{M) into if(#'M). 
Remark. However, the mapping D -> D^ is not a Lie algebra homomorphism 
between Qj[M) and Si{^M) even if V is flat. 
Next, we shall study the horizontal lifts of со variant differentations. Let V^ be the 
covariant diflferentation with respect to a vector field X on M. So, V^ == ̂ x + ̂ V? 
where F = VZ is a tensor field of type (1, 1) on M. If one considers the horizontal 
lift (V^)^ of Vx to J^M, we have 
(3.2) {ухУГ = (VxfY = {xfY 
(VxYf'^' = {"^xfT' - (V,X)/(«> = {XfY^ - {%X)f^^^, 1 ^ a ^ n 
{VxrY^=={VxYr-yR{X,Y) 
(VxY {^A) = A(F°A), for any function/and any vector field 7 on M 
and any A e gl(n, R). 
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On the other hand, we can consider the horizontal lift V^ of V to J^M and the 
covariant differentiation V^^ with respect to the horizontal lift X^ of X to J^M. 
Taking into account (1.12) and (1.17), we have 
(3.3) VU" = x'^r = {xfY 
V^HXA = 0, for any function / and any vector field 7 on M and any 
Aeg\(n,R). 
By comparing (3.2) and (3.3) and taking into account proposition 3.1, we have 
Proposition 3.4. / / V is a flat connection, then (Vj)^ = Vf̂ , for every parallel 
vector field X on M. 
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